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“The NP Collective provides amazing support while you’re 
preparing for your test. But now, as a nurse practitioner, I feel 
even more supported. Professor Walden’s mentorship helped 
me negotiate my current contract and build out my practice 
with resources I otherwise wouldn’t have known existed.”

Fiji Simmons, APRN MSN FNP-BC
CEO of Head2Toe Nursing Inc.
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Highlights

Challenges

• Dealing with test anxiety

• Feeling discouraged after 
failing to pass the AANP 
exam twice

• Feeling overwhelmed by  
the amount of study  
material available

LWES Provided

• Support as Fiji prepared  
to take the exam for the  
third time

• Discussion that helped  
Fiji decide to switch to the 
ANCC exam

• Insight into what to   
expect from the exam

• Comprehensive review 
material to prepare for  
the exam

• Open communication with 
Prof. Walden and other NPs

What’s Next

• Accepted a role as a  
Family Nurse Practitioner  
at Seasons Hospice & 
Palliative Care

• Founded her own business, 
Head2Toe Nursing Inc.

• Maintains a healthy  
work-life balance

Meet Fiji Simmons
Fiji Simmons was only 13-years-old when her father became sick.

“He kept asking for something cold, but he didn’t 
want water. So we gave him ginger ale and 
watermelon. What we didn’t know was that the things 
he was asking for were killing him,” she shares.

“After the surgery, I was the only person in my 
family that could stomach the open wound dressing 
changes. The nurse who came to the house taught 
me how to do it. I fell in love with that—it was exciting 
to me,” she says.

Latrina Walden™
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Her father had diabetes but didn’t know it. It wasn’t until his 
condition worsened and she convinced him to go to the hospital 
that they learned his blood sugar was 1,089 mg/dL. He was 
suffering from diabetic ketoacidosis.

The trip to the hospital saved Fiji’s father’s life, in more ways 
than one—because a subsequent medical exam revealed that he 
also had Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. It had spread to his spleen, and 
he needed emergency surgery.

That was the moment that inspired Fiji to become an RN.
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“I did Dr. Fitzgerald’s NP Exam Review course. I went online and looked at all sorts of YouTube 
videos. I did extensive reviews of all of my study material. I studied for three months straight, at 
least six hours a day,” she says.

“I took the same test a second time and didn’t pass. I knew that I had to do something different,” 
Fiji says. “That’s when someone in one of my Facebook groups messaged me. She told me about 
Latrina Walden.” 

Fiji went on to earn an Associate of Science in Nursing (ASN) from Mount Saint Mary’s University, and then a 
Bachelor of Science and a Master of Science in Nursing (BSN, MSN) from the University of Phoenix.

She currently works as a full-time Family Nurse Practitioner at Season Hospice and Palliative Care in Ontario, 
California. She is the CEO of Head2Toe Nursing Inc.

Challenge
Overcoming Test Anxiety

Leading up to her AANP exam, Fiji Simmons threw herself into her studies. She was a sponge, absorbing 
everything she could get her hands on.

But Fiji suffers from severe test anxiety. On the day of the test, it was getting the better of her. She missed a 
passing grade by five points.

After the initial disappointment, Fiji tried again. She doubled down on the areas that the AANP examiners told 
her to focus on and revisited all of her training course materials.

She took the test a second time… only to miss by fewer than ten points yet again.
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“The NP Collective is phenomenal. Professor Walden posts case studies and study prompts. 
You’ll get feedback from other NPs on their experiences, both with the tests and with real-world 
application. I feel very supported,” she says.

“When I didn’t pass, it was heartbreaking and 
shocking because I had put so many hours in.”

Joining Latrina Walden
Finding a Testing Style that Worked for Her

After researching what Latrina Walden had to offer, Fiji decided to join The NP Collective: A private 
Facebook group for Nurse Practitioners, managed and run by LWES. Here, Fiji connected with other NPs 
and Professor Walden.

After discussing her challenges with the group, Fiji learned that maybe the AANP exam wasn’t for her. She’d 
been swept up in the “hype” of listening to classmates who said AANP was supposed to be easier, but the 
ANCC’s questions felt more natural to her.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdtTL5y0LUA
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“I tossed out all of my other study materials and honed in on Professor Walden’s courses. 
She broke down buzzwords into common language, which helped me connect with what she 
was saying. She used scenarios to teach me about how to approach patient and symptom 
management,” Fiji says

“I never felt hurried or rushed with her program—I always had the ability to go back and review. She 
also created this amazing workbook that went along with the course and it helped me hit on some 
key points right before my test.”

But Fiji was still nervous. So she signed up for a Live Clinical Review, which taught her what to expect from 
the exam, gave her tips on how to get the most out of her study sessions, and provided four (4) hours of 
webinar content prepared by Professor Walden.

She went into the ANCC exam feeling more prepared than she ever had before. And this time… she passed!

“I can’t describe the feeling when the man said, ‘Congratulations. You passed.’ I broke down crying, 
‘Thank you, Lord!’ When I called my significant other, he was so excited. He came home with roses 
and a Gucci wallet for me,” Fiji laughs.

Realizing this, Fiji switched her exam to ANCC. To prepare, she signed up for the Ultimate Max Bundle   
which included:

• 75 CEUs upon completion

• Five (5) hours of rigorous video review

• JNC 8 Hypertension Guidelines

• Latrina Walden’s new System videos and 400+ slides covering each system in-depth

• 300+ non-clinical slides focusing on the research portion of the ANCC exam

In short, Fiji had access to all of the material from the ANCC Max Bundle, the Bronze Max Bundle, and the 
infamous Bronze Clinical Crash Course at a discounted rate—everything she needed to prepare for the 
ANCC exam.

https://www.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/bundles/ultimate-max-bundle
https://www.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/bundles/ancc-max-bundle
https://www.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/bundles/bronze-max-bundle
https://www.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/courses/bronze-clinical-crash-course
https://shop.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/collections/ancc
https://shop.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/collections/aanp
https://shop.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/collections/agnp
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“What makes Professor Walden special is her 
reachability. Other review courses don’t give 
you direct contact with anyone. But if you’re 
struggling with the material or need to ask a 

question, you’ll hear back from her right away.”

What’s Next
Starting Her Own Business

Fiji’s story is one of hard work and perseverance. She tried and tried again. And, after a difficult journey, she 
emerged ANCC-certified.

As for The NP Collective, Fiji remains an active and valuable member. She says that she might be getting 
even more out of the group now vs. when she was preparing for the exam. Ongoing support, guest speakers 
who teach them how to do things like write up a contract or manage stipends for DEA renewal, and a steady 
stream of educational CMEs make the group invaluable to Fiji.

“The NP Collective provides amazing support while you’re preparing for your test. But now, as a 
nurse practitioner, I feel even more supported. Professor Walden’s mentorship helped me negotiate 
my current contract and build out my practice with resources I otherwise wouldn’t have known 
existed,” she says.

https://www.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/courses/the-np-collective
https://shop.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/pages/the-np-collective
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With The NP Collective cheering her on, Fiji launched her own business: Head2Toe Nursing Inc. She also took 
up a position as a Family Nurse Practitioner at Seasons Hospice & Palliative Care.

“It’s been such an awesome transition. The company I worked for reached out with an NP position 
almost right away. And I’m able to maintain a good work-life balance—that’s important to me.”

“The test doesn’t define who you are or what 
you’re going to become. It is a piece to you 

becoming, but it’s not who you are.”

https://www.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/courses/the-np-collective
https://shop.latrinawaldenexamsolutions.com/pages/the-np-collective


Utilize the LWES Community 
to help you transition into 

your NP career.
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